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Characterization of the noise and correlations in
harmonically mode-locked lasers
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In a harmonically mode-locked laser multiple optical pulses propagate inside the laser cavity. The noise in
different pulses inside the laser cavity is in general correlated. Information regarding the sign and magni-
tude of the noise correlations is contained in the distribution of the spectral weight among the supermode noise
peaks that appear in the pulse energy and timing noise spectral densities. We show that the supermode noise
spectrum obtained experimentally by measurement of the photodetector current noise spectral density can be
used to determine the correlations in the energy and the timing noise of different pulses in the laser cavity.
We also present simple models for the timing noise in harmonically mode-locked lasers that demonstrate the
relationship between the noise correlations and the supermode noise peaks. © 2002 Optical Society of
America
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1. INTRODUCTION
Harmonically mode-locked lasers are attractive as
sources of high-repetition-rate optical pulses that can be
used in electro-optic sampling, optical analog-to-digital
conversion, optical telecommunication systems, and ul-
trafast optical measurements.1–17 In a fundamentally
mode-locked laser the active modulation is applied at the
cavity round-trip frequency, and only a single optical
pulse propagates inside the laser cavity. In a laser mode
locked at the Nth harmonic, the active modulation is ap-
plied at a frequency N times the cavity round-trip fre-
quency, and N different optical pulses propagate inside
the laser cavity. The pulse repetition frequency is there-
fore N times the cavity round-trip frequency. Passive
harmonic mode locking can also be accomplished with
suitable laser cavity designs.14–17

The pulse energy and timing noise spectral density
functions of mode-locked lasers can be obtained experi-
mentally from the photodetector current noise spectral
density by Von Der Linde’s technique.18 The noise spec-
tral density functions of fundamentally mode-locked la-
sers have noise peaks at multiples of the pulse repetition
frequency, and therefore there is only one noise peak in a
bandwidth equal to the pulse repetition frequency. The
noise spectral density functions of harmonically mode-
locked lasers can have noise peaks at multiples of the cav-
ity round-trip frequency in addition to the noise peaks at
multiples of the pulse repetition frequency.4–6,12,19–21

Therefore there can be N different noise peaks in a band-
width equal to the pulse repetition frequency. The
N 2 1 additional noise peaks have been called the super-
mode noise peaks in the literature.4–6,12,19–21 The super-
mode noise peaks have been related to the beating be-
tween different supermodes whose center frequencies
differ by multiples of the cavity round-trip
frequency.12,19,20,21
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In this paper we show that the supermode noise peaks
in the pulse noise spectral density functions are directly
related to the correlations in the noise in different pulses
inside the laser cavity. These noise correlations can arise
in various ways, some of which are described in this pa-
per. The nature of the correlations in the noise of differ-
ent pulses inside the laser cavity provides insight into the
underlying physics. Noise in pulses in a mode-locked la-
ser can have contributions from several different sources,
such as spontaneous emission, vacuum fluctuations, gain
fluctuations, and radio frequency (RF) and oscillator
noise.22–24 These individual noise contributions can
cause different types of noise correlation in the pulses in a
harmonically mode-locked laser. For example, the con-
tribution to the pulse timing noise from spontaneous
emission and vacuum fluctuations is uncorrelated in dif-
ferent pulses, and the contribution to the pulse timing
noise from the phase noise of the RF oscillator is posi-
tively correlated in all the pulses, since all the pulses in
the cavity are driven by the same active modulator. Gain
competition in harmonically mode-locked semiconductor
lasers can cause negatively correlated energy fluctuations
in different pulses. In addition, intercavity reflections
that couple energy from one pulse to another can also
cause the noise in the pulses to become correlated.
Studying the correlations in the noise of different pulses
can therefore provide valuable information about the dy-
namics inside the laser.

We show that the noise correlations among the pulses
can be determined exactly from the experimentally mea-
sured pulse noise spectral density functions. The infor-
mation regarding these correlations resides in the distri-
bution of the spectral weight among the N different noise
peaks (including the N 2 1 supermode noise peaks) that
appear in the noise spectral density functions in a band-
width equal to the pulse repetition frequency. We also
2002 Optical Society of America
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present simple models for the pulse timing noise in har-
monically mode-locked semiconductor lasers that illus-
trate the points discussed above.

2. PULSE NOISE CORRELATION
FUNCTIONS AND SPECTRAL DENSITY
FUNCTIONS
In this section the correlation functions and the spectral
density functions are defined for the noise in optical
pulses coming out of a mode-locked laser. The expres-
sions obtained given are applicable to both fundamentally
and harmonically mode-locked lasers.

The average intensity ^Ip(t)& of an optical pulse train
coming out of a mode-locked laser is

^Ip~t !& 5 (
n

Epf~t 2 nT !, (1)

where the angle brackets ^ & denote ensemble averaging.
The average energy of a single optical pulse is Ep . The
time-dependent intensity of a single pulse is given by the
function f(t), which is normalized such that its integral
equals unity. The pulse repetition rate is 1/T. If De@n#
and Dt@n# are the energy and the timing fluctuations of
the nth optical pulse, respectively, then in the presence of
these fluctuations the intensity of the optical pulse train
is

I~t ! 5 (
n

~Ep 1 De@n# !f~t 2 nT 2 Dt@n# !

' (
n

~Ep 1 De@n# !f~t 2 nT !

2 Ep(
n

Dt@n#
d

dt
f~t 2 nT !. (2)

Relation (2) assumes that the perturbations that distort
the pulse shape are negligible. Assuming the noise in
the pulse train to be stationary, the noise is completely
characterized by the noise correlation functions Rab@n#,
where

Rab@n# 5 ^Da@n#Db@0#&. (3)

The Greek letters $a, b% stand for any one of $e, t%. The
noise spectral density function Fab(V) is the discrete-
time Fourier transform of the noise correlation function,25

Fab~V! 5 (
n52`

`

Rab@n#exp~2jVTn !. (4)

From the definition of the noise spectral density functions
in Eq. (4), it is obvious that they are periodic in frequency
with a period equal to the pulse repetition frequency
2p/T, i.e., Fab(V 1 2p/T) 5 Fab(V). If the noise spec-
tral density functions Fab(V) are known, the noise corre-
lation functions can be found by the inverse Fourier
transformation,25

Rab@n# 5 TE
2p/T

p/T dV

2p
Fab~V!exp~ jVTn !. (5)
It follows from Eq. (5) that the mean square values, se
2

and s t
2, for the pulse energy and the timing fluctuations,

respectively, are

se
2 5 Ree@0# 5 TE

2p/T

p/T dV

2p
Fee~V!, (6)

s t
2 5 Rtt@0# 5 TE

2p/T

p/T dV

2p
F tt~V!. (7)

Note that the full integration bandwidth in Eqs. (6) and
(7) equals the pulse repetition frequency 2p/T.

The pulse noise spectral density functions can be deter-
mined by measurement of the spectral density of the pho-
todetector current noise.18 In Appendix A it is shown
that the spectral density SII(V) of the photodetector cur-
rent noise can be expressed in terms of the pulse noise
spectral density functions defined above in the following
way:

SII~V! ' ~hrP !2H 1

P2T
Fee~V! 1 V2TF tt~V!

1
jV

P
@Fet~V! 2 Fet* ~V!#J , (8)

where hr is the responsivity (units amperes/watts) of the
photodetector and P is the average power Ep /T. The re-
sidual phase noise technique can be used to obtain the
noise spectral density for the timing noise in the pulses
relative to the phase noise of the RF oscillator.4–7,9,26 De-
tails are given in Appendix A. Measurement of the pulse
noise spectral density functions Fab(V) provides a com-
plete description of the energy and the timing noise in op-
tical pulses irrespective of whether the optical pulses are
from a harmonically mode-locked laser or from a funda-
mentally mode-locked laser. In the following sections we
show how the noise correlation functions and the noise
spectral density functions of harmonically mode-locked
lasers are different from those of fundamentally mode-
locked lasers. In a fundamentally mode-locked laser the
pulse repetition rate 1/T equals 1/TR , where TR is the
cavity round-trip time and the cavity round-trip fre-
quency is VR 5 2p/TR . In a laser mode locked at the
Nth harmonic, the pulse repetition rate is 1/TN
5 N/TR , and the cavity round-trip frequency is VN
5 NVR . This notation will be used in the rest of this
paper.

3. SUPERMODES AND NOISE
CORRELATIONS
The essential difference between the noise spectral den-
sity functions of harmonically and fundamentally locked
lasers is that the noise spectral density functions of har-
monically mode-locked lasers have noise peaks at mul-
tiples of the cavity round-trip frequency VR in addition to
the noise peaks at multiples of the pulse repetition fre-
quency VN ( 5 NVR). These additional noise peaks have
been called the supermode noise peaks in the
literature.4–6,12,19–21 A harmonically mode-locked laser
can have many different supermodes lasing at the same
time.3 Each supermode consists of a set of laser cavity
modes that are spaced apart in frequency by NVR . The
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center frequency of a supermode differs from the center
frequencies of the other supermodes by integral multiples
of VR . In actively harmonically mode-locked lasers, the
phase of all the cavity modes belonging to the same su-
permode are locked by the active modulation. The super-
mode noise peaks in the noise spectral density functions
are usually related to the beating between different
supermodes.12,19–21,27 Our aim in this paper is to show
that the supermode noise peaks are directly related to the
nature of the correlations in the noise in different pulses
inside the laser cavity.

The dominant sources of the pulse energy and timing
noise in mode-locked lasers are spontaneous emission and
vacuum fluctuations.22–24,28 The spontaneous emission
noise, as well as the vacuum fluctuation noise, that goes
into a pulse in a harmonically mode-locked laser is inde-
pendent of the spontaneous emission noise in other
pulses, and therefore the noise in different pulses is
mostly uncorrelated. Correlations in the noise in differ-
ent pulses can arise in various ways, some of which are
described below.

Gain Dynamics. The gain recovery times in fiber and
semiconductor mode-locked lasers can be much longer
than the pulse repetition times. Since all the pulses in-
teract with the same gain medium, the noise in different
pulses can become correlated. Pulse energy fluctuations
that are positively correlated in all the pulses are damped
effectively by the gain medium, since the slow gain me-
dium responds to the average energy of the all the pulses.
On the other hand, pulse energy fluctuations that are
negatively correlated in the pulses and do not affect the
average power are not damped by the slow response of the
gain medium. As a result, negatively correlated pulse
energy fluctuations can grow, causing instability and
pulse dropouts. Dynamic nonlinearities, such as the
Kerr effect in fiber lasers, can stabilize harmonically
mode-locked operation.8,29–31 When these dynamic non-
linearities are small, the pulse energy fluctuations can be-
come negatively correlated. Numerical simulations of
harmonically mode-locked semiconductor lasers in Ref. 32
indicate negatively correlated energy fluctuations in the
pulses inside the laser cavity.

Optical Fabry–Perot Filters. Experimental results for
harmonically mode-locked lasers with optical Fabry–
Perot filters placed inside the laser cavities have been re-
ported in Refs. 20, 33, and 34. If a high-Q Fabry–Perot
filter with a free spectral rangle equal to the pulse repeti-
tion frequency VN ( 5 NVR) is placed inside a harmoni-
cally mode-locked laser cavity, then some fraction of the
noise in each optical pulse will be transferred to the sub-
sequent pulse because of the Fabry–Perot cavity. As a
result, the noise in all the pulses in the laser cavity will
become positively correlated. If the free spectral rangle
of the Fabry–Perot cavity is mVR , where m is some non-
zero integer less than N such that N is a multiple of m,
then some fraction of the noise in each pulse is injected
into the mth subsequent pulse. Consequently, the noise
in every mth pulse inside the laser cavity will become
positively correlated.

Composite Cavity Harmonically Mode-Locked Lasers.
Recently experimental results were reported in Refs. 21
and 27 for the noise spectral densities in composite-cavity
harmonically mode-locked fiber lasers. In these lasers
an all-fiber Mach–Zehnder interferometer with unbal-
anced arms is inserted into the laser cavity. If the differ-
ence in the time taken by the optical pulses to traverse
the two arms of the interferometer equals mTN , where m
is some nonzero integer less than N such that N is a mul-
tiple of m, then some fraction of the noise in each pulse is
injected into the mth subsequent pulse, and therefore the
noise in every mth pulse will become positively corre-
lated.

RF Oscillator Noise. In actively harmonically mode-
locked lasers all the optical pulses in the laser cavity are
driven by the same active modulator. The amplitude and
phase noise in the RF oscillator is typically at low fre-
quencies. Therefore the noise in the pulses coming from
the amplitude or phase noise of the external RF oscillator
is expected to be positively correlated in all the pulses in
the laser cavity. We consider this case in greater detail
below.

The list above is not meant to be exhaustive but is in-
tended only to give the readers some concrete examples.
Below we discuss in detail the noise correlation functions
and the noise spectral density functions of fundamentally
and harmonically mode-locked lasers.

4. CASE I: FUNDAMENTALLY MODE-
LOCKED LASERS
In a fundamentally mode-locked laser the noise spectral
density functions Fab(V) have identical noise peaks at
multiples of the pulse repetition frequency VR .18,22 The
width of the noise peaks depends on how fast the noise
correlation function Rab@n# decays with unu. As an ex-
ample, we consider below the pulse timing noise in an ac-
tively mode-locked semiconductor laser in the absence of
dispersion and active phase modulation. In the sections
that follow, we modify the example discussed below for
harmonically mode-locked lasers.

A. Example: Timing Noise in a Fundamentally Mode-
Locked Semiconductor Laser
A finite-difference equation for the pulse timing noise
Dt@n# at any location inside the cavity can be derived
from the models presented in Refs. 22–24 (see Appendix B
for details),

Dt@n 1 1# 2 Dt@n# 5 2gTRDt@n# 1 F@n#. (9)

Equation (9) expresses the fact that the pulse timing
noise decreases after every pass through the active modu-
lator. It is assumed that gTR ! 1 and that the pulse
timing noise does not change significantly in one round
trip. We have chosen to model the pulse timing noise by
a discrete-time finite-difference equation instead of a
continuous-time differential equation as in Refs. 22 and
23. It will become clear in the sections that follow that
finite-difference equations are much more appropriate for
describing the correlations in the noise in different pulses
inside the laser cavity in harmonically mode-locked la-
sers. F@n# in Eq. (9) represents the contribution from
spontaneous emission and vacuum fluctuations added to
the pulse timing noise in each round trip. F@n# has the
correlation function
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^F@n#F@m#& 5 Ddn,m . (10)

Expressions for D and g are given in Appendix B. The
timing noise correlation function Rtt@n# for the output
pulses can be obtained directly from Eqs. (9) and (10), and
after a little algebra we obtain

Rtt@n# 5
D

2gTR
~1 2 gTR! unu

'
D

2gTR
exp~2gTRunu!, since gTR ! 1.

(11)

The mean square timing jitter s t
2 is

s t
2 5 Rtt@0# 5 D/2gTR . (12)

The correlation function Rtt@n# is shown in Fig. 1 for
TR 5 1.0 ns, gTR 5 0.01p, and s t 5 100 fs. The timing
noise spectral density can be obtained from the correla-
tion function by use of the Fourier transform relation in
Eq. (4),

F tt~V! 5 s t
2

2gTR

1 1 ~1 2 gTR!2 2 2~1 2 gTR!cos~VTR!

(13)

'
s t

2

TR
(

n52`

` 2g

~V 2 nVR!2 1 g2 ,

since gTR ! 1. (14)

As expected, the timing noise spectral density has identi-
cal noise peaks centered at multiples of the pulse repeti-
tion frequency VR . The timing noise spectral density is
shown in Fig. 2 for the correlation function shown in Fig.
1, and the values of the parameters are assumed to be the
same as those in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Timing noise correlation function Rtt@n# (normalized to
the RMS timing jitter) plotted for the output pulses from a fun-
damentally mode-locked laser. TR is assumed to be 1 ns; gTR is
0.01p. The RMS timing jitter is assumed to be 100 fs.
B. Integration Bandwidth for the Mean Square
Fluctuations
Equations (6) and (7) show that the mean square values
for the pulse energy and timing fluctuations can be ob-
tained from the noise spectral density functions Fee(V)
and F tt(V), respectively, by integration over a bandwidth
equal to VR . Relation (8) shows that the mean square
value for the pulse energy fluctuations can be determined
from the experimentally measured photodetector current
noise spectral density SII(V) by integration around V
5 0, where the contribution to SII(V) from the pulse tim-
ing noise is negligible,18

se
2@measured# 5 E

2VR/2

VR/2 dV

2p
TR

2
SII~V!

hr
2 . (15)

The mean square value for the pulse timing fluctuations
can be found by integration of SII(V) near a sufficiently

Fig. 2. Timing noise spectral density TRF tt(V) (note the multi-
plication by TR to conform to the units used in the literature)
plotted for a fundamentally mode-locked laser on a linear fre-
quency scale and on a log frequency scale. The timing noise
spectral density shown corresponds to the timing noise correla-
tion function in Fig. 1. The cavity round-trip time TR is 1.0 ns;
gTR equals 0.01p. The RMS timing jitter is assumed to be 100
fs. The spectral density has identical noise peaks at multiples of
the pulse repetition frequency VR .
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large harmonic m of the pulse repetition frequency, where
the noise contribution from the pulse energy fluctuations
is expected to be small,18

s t
2@measured# 5 E

mVR2VR/2

mVR1VR/2 dV

2p

SII~V!

~VhrP !2 . (16)

5. CASE II: HARMONICALLY MODE-
LOCKED LASERS—UNCORRELATED NOISE
In this section we show that the supermode noise peaks
appear in the noise spectral density functions of harmoni-
cally mode-locked lasers when the noise in different
pulses inside the laser cavity is uncorrelated. The corre-
lations in the noise in the pulses coming out of the laser
cavity at time scales shorter than the cavity round-trip
time are directly related to the noise correlations in the
pulses in the laser cavity. If the noise in the pulses in-
side the laser cavity is uncorrelated, the correlation func-
tion Rab@n# for the noise in the output pulses is zero un-
less the index n is some multiple of the harmonic number
N. This is because every Nth output pulse is generated
by the same pulse inside the laser cavity after one com-
plete round trip. This observation, without any addi-
tional assumptions, leads directly to the supermode noise
peaks in the pulse noise spectral density functions, as we
show below. From Eq. (4), the noise spectral density be-
comes

Fab~V! 5 (
n52`

`

Rab@n#exp~2jVTNn !

5 (
k52`

`

Rab@Nk#exp~2jVTRk !. (17)

Recall that the noise spectral density functions are by
definition periodic in frequency with a period equal to the
pulse repetition frequency (which is VN in the present
case). However, Eq. (17) shows that when the noise is
uncorrelated in the pulses inside the laser cavity the
noise spectral density functions Fab(V) are periodic in
frequency with a period equal to the cavity round-trip fre-
quency VR . This implies that if the noise spectral den-
sity functions have noise peaks located at integral mul-
tiples of the pulse repetition frequency VN , then between
any two such noise peaks there must be (N 2 1) identical
noise peaks located at integral multiples of the cavity
round-trip frequency VR . These additional noise peaks
are the supermode noise peaks. The experimental re-
sults published recently in Ref. 35 confirmed that identi-
cal noise peaks appear in the timing noise spectral den-
sity at multiples of the cavity round-trip frequency VR
when the noise in different pulses inside the laser cavity
is uncorrelated. Below we show this explicitly for the
pulse timing noise spectral density in a harmonically
mode-locked laser.

A. Example: Timing Noise in a Harmonically Mode-
Locked Semiconductor Laser
We consider the pulse timing noise in a semiconductor la-
ser mode-locked at the Nth harmonic with uncorrelated
timing noise in different pulses inside the laser cavity.
The finite-difference equation for the pulse timing noise is
(see Appendix B for details)
Dt@n 1 N# 2 Dt@n# 5 2gNTRDt@n# 1 FN@n#. (18)

Note that Dt@n 1 N# appears on the left-hand side of the
above equation. This is because in a harmonically mode-
locked laser the nth pulse at any location in the laser cav-
ity becomes the (n 1 N)th pulse at the same location af-
ter it goes through one complete round trip. In essence,
Eq. (18) is a compact way of writing N separate finite dif-
ference equations for the timing noise of N different
pulses inside the laser cavity. When N 5 1, Eq. (18) re-
duces to Eq. (9) for fundamentally mode-locked lasers.
The noise source FN@n# has the correlation function

^FN@n#FN@m#& 5 DNdn,m . (19)

Expressions for DN and gN are given in Appendix B. It is
assumed that gNTR ! 1 and that the pulse timing noise
does not change significantly in one round trip. The tim-
ing noise correlation function Rtt@n# for the output pulses
follows directly from Eqs. (18) and (19),

Rtt@n# 5
DN

2gNTR
~1 2 gNTN! unu

'
DN

2gNTR
exp~2gNTNunu!

if n is an intergral multiple of N,

Rtt@n# 5 0 otherwise. (20)

The mean square timing jitter s t
2 is

s t
2 5 Rtt@0# 5 DN/2gNTR . (21)

The timing noise correlation function in Eq. (20) is shown
in Fig. 3 for a laser mode locked at the tenth harmonic
(N 5 10). In Fig. 3, TR 5 1.0 ns, gTR 5 0.01p, and
s t 5 100 fs. The timing noise in the output pulses at
time scales shorter than the cavity round-trip time TR is
uncorrelated. This is because the timing noise in differ-
ent pulses in the laser cavity is uncorrelated. The timing

Fig. 3. Timing noise correlation function Rtt@n# (normalized to
the RMS timing jitter) plotted for the output pulses from a laser
mode locked at the tenth harmonic (N 5 10) when the timing
noise in different pulses inside the laser cavity is completely un-
correlated. The timing noise in every tenth pulse in the output
is correlated. TR is assumed to be 1 ns; gTR is assumed to be
0.01p. The RMS timing jitter is assumed to be 100 fs.
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noise spectral density can be obtained from the correla-
tion function in Eq. (20) by use of the Fourier transform
relation in Eq. (4),

F tt~V! 5 s t
2

2gRTR

1 1 ~1 2 gNTR!2 2 2~1 2 gNTR!cos~VTR!

(22)

'
s t

2

NTN
(

n52`

` 2gN

~V 2 nVR!2 1 gN
2 ,

since gNTR ! 1. (23)

Relations (22) and (23) show that the timing noise spec-
tral density has identical noise peaks at multiples of the
cavity round-trip frequency VR . The noise peaks other
than the ones at multiples of the pulse repetition fre-
quency VN are the supermode noise peaks. The super-
mode noise peaks in the timing noise spectral density are
a direct consequence of the timing noise’s being uncorre-
lated in different pulses inside the laser cavity. The tim-
ing noise spectral density function in relation (23) is plot-
ted in Fig. 4 for a laser mode locked at the tenth harmonic
(N 5 10). The values assumed for the parameters are
the same as those used in generating Fig. 3.

B. Integration Bandwidth for the Mean Square
Fluctuations
When the noise in different pulses in the laser cavity is
uncorrelated, the pulse noise spectral density functions
are periodic in frequency with a period equal to VR , and
the mean square values for the pulse energy and timing
fluctuations can be obtained by integration of Fee(V) and
Fee(V), respectively, over a bandwidth equal to VR in-
stead of the full bandwidth VN :

se
2 5 TNE

2VN/2

VN/2 dV

2p
Fee~V! (24)

5 NTNE
2VR/2

VR/2 dV

2p
Fee~V!, (25)

s t
2 5 TNE

2VN/2

VN/2 dV

2p
F tt~V! (26)

5 NTNE
2VR/2

VR/2 dV

2p
F tt~V!. (27)

The integration bandwidth can therefore be reduced to
the cavity round-trip frequency VR , provided the result is
multiplied by N.

The mean square value for the pulse energy fluctua-
tions can be determined from the experimentally mea-
sured photodetector current noise spectral density SII(V)
by integrating near V 5 0, where the contribution from
the pulse timing fluctuations is expected to be small:

se
2@measured# 5 E

2VN/2

VN/2 dV

2p
TN

2
SII~V!

hr
2 (28)

5 NE
2VR/2

VR/2 dV

2p
TN

2
SII~V!

hr
2 . (29)
Assuming that the pulse energy fluctuations make small
contributions to SII(V) near a large harmonic number m
of the pulse repetition frequency, the mean square value
for the pulse timing fluctuations can be determined as fol-
lows:

s t
2@measured# 5 E

~m21/2!VN

~m11/2!VN dV

2p

SII~V!

~VhrP !2 (30)

5 NE
mVN2VR/2

mVN1VR/2 dV

2p

SII~V!

~VhrP !2 .

(31)

The pulse timing noise contribution to the supermode
noise peaks in the photodetector current noise spectral
density was experimentally observed in Ref. 5. With the
exception of the experimental work presented in Refs. 5

Fig. 4. Pulse timing noise spectral density TNF tt(V) (note the
multiplication by TN to conform to the units used in the litera-
ture) plotted for a laser mode locked at the tenth harmonic
(N 5 10) on linear and log frequency scales. The timing noise
spectral density shown in the figure corresponds to the timing
noise correlation function in Fig. 3. TR is 1.0 ns; TN is 0.1 ns;
gNTR is assumed to be 0.01p. The RMS timing jitter is assumed
to be 100 fs. The timing noise in different pulses inside the laser
cavity is assumed to be completely uncorrelated and, conse-
quently, the periodicity of the noise spectral density is reduced
from the pulse repetition frequency (10 GHz) to the cavity round-
trip frequency (1 GHz). Supermode noise peaks appear at mul-
tiples of the cavity round-trip frequency. All the noise peaks are
identical.
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and 21, the supermode noise peaks have been largely ig-
nored in the literature. To the best of our knowledge, all
the experimental results presented in the literature for
the mean square energy and timing noise of pulses in har-
monically mode-locked lasers have left out the contribu-
tion to the mean square fluctuations from the supermode
noise peaks.4–6,10,13 When the noise is uncorrelated in
different pulses inside the laser cavity, Eqs. (29) and (31)
show that ignoring the contribution from the supermode
noise peaks gives mean square fluctuations that are less
than the correct values by a factor of N. The procedure
for determining the mean square pulse fluctuations by in-
tegrating only over a bandwidth equal to the cavity
round-trip frequency VR and multiplying the result by N
is justified only if all the noise peaks are identical. The
noise peaks are not identical when the noise in different
pulses in the laser cavity is correlated.

6. CASE III: HARMONICALLY MODE-
LOCKED LASERS—CORRELATED NOISE
In Section 5 it was shown that the noise spectral density
functions can have N noise peaks in a bandwidth equal to
the pulse repetition frequency VN . When the noise in
different pulses in the cavity is uncorrelated, all N noise
peaks are identical and have the same spectral weight.
Here, we show how the spectral weights of the different
noise peaks are modified when the noise in different
pulses is correlated. As mentioned above, the noise cor-
relation function Rab@n# for the output pulses at time
scales shorter than the cavity round-trip time (i.e., for
unu , N) is a good measure of the noise correlation in
pulses inside the laser cavity. For unu , N, Rab@n# given
by Eq. (5) can be approximated as

Rab@n# 5 TNE
2VN/2

VN/2 dV

2p
Fab~V!exp~ jVTNn ! (32)

' (
p50

N21

expS j2p
p

N
n DTNE

~ p21/2!VR

~ p11/2!VR dV

2p
Fab~V!

5 Rab@0# (
p50

N21

Wab
p expS j2p

p

N
n D

5 Rab@0#Cab@n#, (33)

where Wab
p is the spectral weight of the pth noise peak,

Wab
p 5

E
~ p21/2!VR

~ p11/2!VR dV

2p
Fab~V!

E
2VN/2

VN/2 dV

2p
Fab~V!

, (34)

and

Cab@n# 5
Rab@n#

Rab@0#

5 (
p50

N21

Wab
p expS j2p

p

N
n D for unu , N.

(35)
In deriving Eq. (33), we assumed that the complex expo-
nential function in relation (32) is slowly varying with fre-
quency and can be set equal to its value at the center fre-
quency of each noise peak. This approximation is valid
for small values of the index n, provided that the width of
each noise peak is much smaller than the separation VR
of the noise peaks. For most fiber and semiconductor
mode-locked lasers this approximation is well
justified.4–7,9,10,13,22,24,28 The function Cab@n# defined
above describes the correlations in the noise in different
pulses inside the laser cavity. Cab@n# satisfies the rela-
tions 21 < Cab@n# < 1 and Cab@n 1 N# 5 Cab@n#. The
value of Cab@n# gives the correlation, on a scale from 21
to 1, in the noise of any two pulses in the cavity that are
separated by n 2 1 other pulses. Since the pulse noise
spectral densities can be determined experimentally by
measurement of the spectral density of the photodetector
current noise, the correlations in the noise in different
pulses inside the laser cavity can be determined by use of
the result in Eq. (35). The result in Eq. (35) shows that
Cab@n# is equal to the Fourier transform of the spectral
weight of all N noise peaks in Fab(V) in a bandwidth
equal to the pulse repetition frequency VN . The follow-
ing results can be obtained from this Fourier transform
relationship:

Noise peaks in the spectral density near multiples of
VN will have larger spectral weights if the noise in all the
pulses in the laser cavity is positively correlated. As a
special case, suppose that the spectral weights of all the
supermode noise peaks in Fab(V) are negligible and only
the noise peaks at multiples of the pulse repetition fre-
quency VN have the entire spectral weight. It follows
from Eq. (35) that Cab@n# 5 1 for all values of the index
n, and the noise is completely positively correlated in all
the pulses in the laser cavity.

Noise peaks in the spectral density near odd multiples
of VN/2 will have larger spectral weights if the noise in
the neighboring pulses inside the laser cavity is nega-
tively correlated. For example, suppose that N is even
and the supermode noise peaks at odd multiples of VN/2
have the entire spectral weight. In this case, Cab@n#
5 (21)n and the noise is completely negatively correlated
in the neighboring pulses.

If all the noise peaks in the spectral density have the
same spectral weight, then Cab@n# 5 1 for n 5 0, and
Cab@n# 5 0 for 1 < unu , N, and the noise is uncorre-
lated in different pulses inside the laser cavity. This case
was also discussed in Section 5.

In Ref. 21 experimental results were recently reported
for the pulse noise spectral densities of composite-cavity
harmonically mode-locked fiber lasers. In these lasers a
fraction of each pulse can be injected into the mth subse-
quent pulse by an all-fiber Mach–Zehnder interferometer
with unbalanced arms placed inside the laser cavity.
This is expected to positively correlate the noise in every
mth pulse in the cavity. The noise in any two pulses that
are not separated by m 2 1 other pulses is expected to re-
main uncorrelated. When the spectral weights of the
noise peaks given in Fig. 7 of Ref. 21 for different values
of m are used in Eq. (35), the resulting correlation func-
tions Cab@n# confirm these expected noise correlations.
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A. Example: Timing Noise in a Harmonically Mode-
Locked Semiconductor Laser
In the Section 5 a model for the timing noise in harmoni-
cally mode-locked semiconductor laser was presented for
the case in which the timing noise in the pulses inside the
laser cavity was uncorrelated. Here we include the con-
tribution to the pulse timing noise from the phase noise in
the RF oscillator. It will be shown that since the noise
contribution from the RF oscillator is completely posi-
tively correlated in all the pulses inside the laser cavity,
this noise contribution shows up in the timing noise spec-
tral density only in the noise peaks located at multiples of
the pulse repetition frequency VN and not in the super-
mode noise peaks. On the other hand, the contribution
to the timing noise from spontaneous emission and
vacuum fluctuations is uncorrelated in different pulses in-

Fig. 5. Pulse timing noise spectral density TNF tt(V) (solid
curve) plotted for a laser mode locked at the tenth harmonic (N
5 10) in the presence of timing (or phase) noise in the RF oscil-
lator (dashed curve) on linear and log frequency scales. TR is
1.0 ns; TN is 0.1 ns; gNTR and kTR are assumed to be 0.01p and
2p1025, respectively. The RMS timing jitter in the RF oscillator
is assumed to be 50 fs. The RMS timing jitter contribution from
spontaneous emission and vacuum fluctuations is assumed to be
100 fs. The increased noise in the noise peak at V 5 0 is due to
the phase noise of the RF oscillator. The figure shows that the
noise contribution form the RF oscillator does not appear in any
of the supermode noise peaks. All the supermode noise peaks
are identical.
side the laser cavity and shows up equally in all the noise
peaks (including the supermode noise peaks). We as-
sume that the electrical signal from the RF oscillator is
proportional to cos$VN@t 2 DJ(t)#%, where DJ(t) is the tim-
ing noise in the RF oscillator. DJ(t) is assumed to have
the correlation function

^J~t !J~t8!& 5 sRF
2 exp~2kut 2 t8u!, (36)

which implies that the mean square timing noise of the
RF oscillator equals sRF

2 and the bandwidth of the RF os-
cillator noise equals k/2p Hz. Typically, the phase noise
in RF oscillators is mostly at low frequencies7; therefore
k ! VR , and the contribution to the pulse timing noise
from the phase noise of the RF oscillator is expected to be
positively correlated in all the pulses inside the laser cav-
ity. We define the discrete noise variable DJ@n# as equal
to DJ(t 5 nTN).

To study the correlations in the noise in different
pulses, we must include the noise in all the pulses in the
model. The finite difference equations for the timing
noise introduced earlier are most suitable for this purpose
and allow the noise in all the pulses to be taken into ac-
count in a relatively straightforward way. In the pres-
ence of phase noise in the oscillator, the finite difference
equation for the pulse timing noise becomes

Dt@n 1 N# 2 Dt@n# 5 2gNTRDt@n# 1 gNTRDJ@n#

1 FN@n#. (37)

Equation (37) is identical to Eq. (18) except for the term
with DJ@n#. The form of this new term follows from the
fact that the pulse cannot be affected by the modulator if
Dt@n# equals DJ@n#. It is difficult to solve Eq. (37) di-
rectly, but it can easily be solved in the frequency domain
by use of the discrete-time Fourier transform,25 and we
obtain the following expression for the pulse timing noise
spectral density:

F tt~V!

5
1

1 1 ~1 2 gNTR!2 2 2~1 2 gNTR!cos~VTR!

3 H DN 1
sRF

2gN
2TR

2@1 2 exp~22kTN!#

1 1 exp~22kTN! 2 2 exp~2kTN!cos~VTN!
J

(38)

'
1

TN
(

n52`

` 2gN

~V 2 nVR!2 1 gN
2 F 1

N S DN

2gNTR
D

1
gNsRF

2

2 (
p52`

` 2k

~V 2 pVN!2 1 k2G . (39)

The first denominator in Eq. (39) represents the timing
noise contribution from spontaneous emission and
vacuum fluctuations, and it is identical to the expression
given earlier in Eq. (23). Since the timing noise from
spontaneous emission and vacuum fluctuations is uncor-
related in different pulses inside the cavity, its contribu-
tion to the timing noise spectral density results in identi-
cal noise peaks at multiples of the cavity round-trip
frequency VR . The second denominator in Eq. (39) is the
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noise contribution from the phase noise of the RF oscilla-
tor. The noise contribution from the oscillator results in
noise peaks at multiples of the pulse repetition frequency
VN . Since it has been assumed that k ! VR , the phase
noise from the RF oscillator does not contribute to the su-
permode noise peaks. From the discussion above it fol-
lows that the noise contribution from the RF oscillator is
completely positively correlated in the pulses inside the
laser cavity. This conclusion can be easily tested experi-
mentally by comparing the supermode noise peaks in the
timing noise spectral density to the noise peaks at mul-
tiples of the pulse repetition frequency. If k ! gN , Eq.
(39) gives the expected result for the mean square timing
jitter upon integration,

s t
2 5

DN

2gNTR
1 sRF

2. (40)

The first term on the right-hand side of the above equa-
tion is the mean square timing noise contribution from
spontaneous emission and vacuum fluctuations. Figure
5 shows the timing noise spectral density for a laser mode
locked at the tenth harmonic (N 5 10). The parameter
values used in generating these figures are as follows:
TR 5 1.0 ns, TN 5 0.1 ns, gNTR 5 0.01p, kTR
5 2p1025, and sRF 5 50 fs. The rms contribution to
the timing noise from spontaneous emission and vacuum
fluctuations is assumed to be 100 fs. Figure 5 shows that
the contribution to the timing noise from the phase noise
of the RF oscillator does not appear in the supermode
noise peaks.

The spectral weights Wtt
p, defined in Eq. (34), of the

noise peaks can be determined for all N noise peaks in a
bandwidth VN for the spectral density given in Eq. (39).
Assuming as before that k ! gN , we obtain

Fig. 6. Timing noise correlation function Rtt@n# (normalized to
the RMS timing jitter) for the output pulses shown for a laser
mode locked at the tenth harmonic (N 5 10) in the presence of
phase noise from the RF oscillator. The correlation function cor-
responds to the timing noise spectral density shown in Fig. 5.
The timing noise in all the pulses inside the laser cavity is posi-
tively correlated, and therefore the timing noise in the output
pulses is correlated at time scales shorter than the cavity round-
trip time.
Wtt
p 5

~1/N !~DN/2gNTR! 1 sRF
2

s t
2

if p 5 0 ~noise peaks at multiples of VN!,

Wtt
p 5

~1/N !~DN/2gNTR!

s t
2

if 1 < p < ~N 2 1 !

~for all the supermode noise peaks). (41)

The correlation function Ctt@n#, defined in Eq. (35), for
the timing noise in different pulses inside the laser cavity
can be obtained from the spectral weights of the noise
peaks given above, and we get

Ctt@n# 5 H 1 if n 5 0

sRF
2/s t

2 if 1 < unu < ~N 2 1 !
. (42)

This implies that the correlation in the timing noise in
different pulses inside the laser cavity is sRF

2/s t
2. The

timing noise correlation function Rtt@n# for the output
pulses can be obtained from the spectral density in Eq.
(39) by use of the inverse Fourier transform relation in
Eq. (5). Figure 6 shows the correlation function Rtt@n#,
calculated numerically, that corresponds to the noise
spectral density shown in Fig. 5. The correlation func-
tion shows that the timing noise is positively correlated in
the output pulses at time scales shorter than the cavity
round-trip time TR . The degree of positive correlation is
given by the ratio sRF

2/s t
2, which for the values used in

Fig. 6 equals 502/A1002 1 502 5 0.2.

B. Integration Bandwidth for the Mean Square
Fluctuations
Since the pulse noise spectral density functions Fab(V)
are not periodic in frequency with a period equal to VR
when the noise in the pulses inside the laser cavity is cor-
related, the mean square value of the fluctuations can be
determined only if the noise spectral density functions
Fab(V) are integrated over the full bandwidth, equal to
VN . It follows that the mean square values of the pulse
energy and the timing fluctuations can be determined
from the experimentally measured photodetector current
noise spectral density SII(V) by use of Eqs. (29) and (30).
It should be noted that Eqs. (29) and (31) do not hold
when the noise in different pulses in the laser cavity is
correlated.

7. CONCLUSION
The noise in different pulses inside the laser cavity in
harmonically mode-locked lasers is in general correlated,
and these noise correlations have been shown to be re-
lated to the distribution of the spectral weight among the
supermode noise peaks in the pulse noise spectral density
functions. Models for the timing noise in harmonically
mode-locked semiconductor lasers were presented that
demonstrated the relationship between the supermode
noise peaks and the correlations in the noise of different
pulses. We believe that studying the correlations in the
noise of different pulses in harmonically mode-locked la-
sers will lead to a better understanding of the laser dy-
namics. Methods to determine the noise correlations
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from the photo-detector current noise spectral density
were also presented. Most experimental results on the
noise in harmonically mode-locked lasers that have ap-
peared in the literature have ignored the rich information
content in the supermode noise peaks. We hope that the
analysis presented in this paper will stimulate greater in-
terest in the nature of the noise correlations in the pulses
inside the laser cavity in harmonically mode-locked la-
sers.

APPENDIX A: MEASUREMENT OF THE
PULSE NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY
FUNCTIONS
One way to characterize the noise in mode-locked lasers is
by measuring the spectral density of the photodetector
current noise.18 The photodetector current I(t) is related
to the intensity Ip(t) of the optical pulse train coming out
of the mode-locked laser by the relation

I~t ! 5 hrE
2`

`

dt8x~t 2 t8!Ip~t8!

5 hrE
2`

`

dt8x~t 2 t8!(
n

~Ep 1 De@n# !f~t8 2 nT

2 Dt@n# !

5 hr(
n

~Ep 1 De@n# !h~t 2 nT 2 Dt@n# !,

h~t ! 5 E
2`

`

dt8x~t 2 t8!f~t8!, (A1)

where hr is the responsivity of the photodetector (units of
amperes/watts); x(t) describes the time-dependent re-
sponse of the photodetector and is normalized such that
its integral equals unity. Ep is the energy of a single
pulse; f(t) describes the time-independent intensity of a
single pulse and is also normalized such that its integral
equals unity. The pulse repetition rate is 1/T; De@n# and
Dt@n# are the energy and the timing noise in the nth
pulse, respectively. The correlation function SII(t) of the
photodetector current noise is defined as36

SII~t! 5 lim
T0→`

1

T0

3 E
2T0/2

T0/2

dt^@I~t ! 2 ^I~t !&#@I~t 1 t! 2 ^I~t 1 t!&#&.

(A2)

Using Eq. (A1) and defining the average optical power P
as Ep /T, we obtain the spectral density SII(V),

SII~V! 5 uH~V!u2~hrP !2H 1

P2T
Fee~V! 1 V2TF tt~V!

1
jV

P
@Fet~V! 2 Fet* ~V!#J . (A3)

H(V) is the Fourier transform of h(t); for values of V
smaller than the inverse of the photodetector response
time and the inverse of the pulse width, uH(V)u ' 1.
A more reliable technique frequently used to measure
the timing noise is mixing the photodetector output cur-
rent with a signal from the same RF oscillator driving the
mode-locked laser.4–7,9,26 By appropriate adjustment of
the phase of the RF signal before mixing it with the pho-
todetector current, the noise contribution from the pulse
energy fluctuations can be removed, in principle. In ad-
dition, the timing fluctuations in the optical pulse train
are measured relative to the timing noise (or the phase
noise) of the RF oscillator, and therefore this method is
called the residual phase noise method. In this case the
signal M(t) at the output of the mixer is

M~t ! 5 I~t !a cos$Vm@t 2 DJ~t !# 1 F%, (A4)

where DJ(t) is the timing noise of the RF oscillator and
Vm is the modulation frequency. Noting that for small
frequencies uH(V)u ' uH(0)u 5 1, and any phase associ-
ated with H(0) can be absorbed in the definition of f
above, the spectral density SMM(V) of the noise in the sig-
nal M(t) is

SMM~V! 5 a2~cos2 f !SII~V! 1 a2~sin2 f !

3~hrP !2Vm
2TF t2Jt2J~V! (A5)

2a2~cos f !~sin f !hr
2PVm@Fet2J~V!

1 Fet2J* ~V!#. (A6)

The spectral density function F t2Jt2J(V) of the residual
timing noise is defined as

F t2Jt2J~V! 5 (
n5`

`

^~Dt@n# 2 DJ@n# !~Dt@0#

2 DJ@0# !&exp~2jVTn !. (A7)

In Eq. (A7), DJ@n# 5 DJ(t 5 nT). When the phase f is
p/2, all terms in line (A5) are zero except the one that is
proportional to the spectral density of the residual timing
fluctuations, and SMM(V) equals

SMM~V!uf5p/2 5 a2~hrP !2Vm
2TF t2Jt2J~V!. (A8)

APPENDIX B: PULSE TIMING NOISE IN
FUNDAMENTALLY AND HARMONICALLY
MODE-LOCKED SEMICONDUCTOR
LASERS
In this paper, models for the pulse timing noise in the ab-
sence of dispersion and active phase modulation were pre-
sented for fundamentally and harmonically mode-locked
semiconductor lasers. In this Appendix we describe the
derivation of the discrete-time finite-difference equations
for the pulse timing noise in Eqs. (9) and (18) in more de-
tail. The models discussed below are simple, since in-
creasing the complexity of the model does not affect the
nature of the conclusions of this paper. We use the time
domain pulse perturbation theory developed in Refs. 22
and 23, and modified in Ref. 24 for actively mode-locked
semiconductor lasers. The master equation that de-
scribes the slow time evolution of the amplitude f(t, T) of
a pulse in an actively mode-locked semiconductor laser is
(see Refs. 22 and 23 for details)
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TR

]f~t, T !

]T
5 jn 1

B

2

]2f~t, T !

]t2

1
1

2
@G~t ! 1 gm~t ! 2 L~t !#f~t, T !

1 Fsp~t, T ! 1 Fv~t, T !, (A9)

where the time variable T describes the pulse evolution
over time scales longer than the cavity round-trip time
TR . Here n is the phase shift acquired by the pulse in
one round trip. G(t) is the gain. Because of dynamic
gain saturation in semiconductor lasers,24 G(t) is as-
sumed to be a function of the time-dependent pulse inten-
sity. For simplicity, we have ignored dynamic self-phase
modulation that accompanies dynamic gain saturation in
semiconductor lasers.24 L(t) is the loss and is also as-
sumed to be a function of the time-dependent pulse inten-
sity because of dynamic loss saturation (i.e., slow satu-
rable absorption). The time-dependent gain caused by
the active modulation, gm(t) is equal to M@cos(Vmt)
2 1#, where Vm is the modulation frequency. B de-
scribes the effect of the finite gain bandwidth (or filter
bandwidth). Fsp(t, T) and Fv(t, T) represent the noise
sources for spontaneous emission and vacuum fluctua-
tions, respectively, and their correlation functions are
given in Ref. 23.

1. Fundamentally Mode-Locked Laser
For a fundamentally mode-locked laser, the modulation
frequency Vm equals the cavity round-trip frequency VR .
The steady-state pulse is obtained by solution of the non-
linear master equation in the absence of noise. We as-
sume that the steady-state pulse amplitude is
(np /t)1/2A(t/t), where np is the number of photons in the
pulse and t is the pulse width. A(t/t) is real and is nor-
malized such that *2`

`dx A2(x) 5 1. In the presence of
noise, f(t, T) is expanded as22,23

f~t, T ! ' S np

t
D 1/2

AS t

t
D 1 S np

t
D 1/2FDa~T !AS t

t
D

1 jDu~T !AS t

t
D 2 Dt~T !

dA

dt

2 jDv~T !~t 2 t0!AS t

t
D G , (B1)

where Da(T), Du(T), Dt(T), and Dv(T) are the pulse
amplitude, phase, timing, and frequency fluctuations, re-
spectively. The temporal position t0 of the steady-state
pulse is defined by the equation *2`

`dt(t 2 t0)A2(t/t)
5 0. In the presence of dynamic gain or loss saturation,
the pulse position t0 does not coincide with the peak gain
in the active modulator.24 The expansion in relation (B1)
ignores the fluctuations that distort the pulse shape.
The equation for the pulse amplitude (phase) fluctuations
can be obtained by substituting the expansion in (B1) into
the master equation and projecting out the pulse ampli-
tude (phase) fluctuations by multiplying both sides of the
resulting equation by A(t/t), integrating, and keeping
the real (imaginary) part. The pulse timing (frequency)
fluctuations can be projected out by multiplying both
sides by dA(t/t)/dt, integrating, and keeping the real
(imaginary) part. This yields

dDt~T !

dT
5 2gDt~T ! 1 F~T !, (B2)

where g is given by the expression

g 5
1

2TR

E
2`

`

dt
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dt
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dA~t/t!

dt

E
2`

`

dt
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5
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2TR
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2t 25 2

E
2`

`

dx xA~x !A8~x !

E
2`

`

dx A8~x !A8~x ! 6 (B3)

5
M

2TR
VR

2t 2H 1

2E
2`

`

dx A8~x !A8~x !J . (B4)

Equation (B4) follows from Eq. (B3) because the integral
*`

`dx xA(x)A8(x) equals 21/2 for any arbitrary pulse
shape. If the pulse shape is approximately Gaussian, the
expression in the curly brackets in Eq. (B4) equals unity.
The correlation function for the noise source F(T) is given
approximately by the expression

^F~T !F~T8! 5
t 2

2npTR
@~2nsp 2 1 !^G& 1 ^L&#

3H 1

2E
2`

`

dx A8~x !A8~x !J d ~T 2 T8!,

(B5)

where ^G& is the total pulse round-trip gain in the steady
state, ^L& is the pulse round-trip loss, and nsp is the spon-
taneous emission factor, which takes into account the in-
complete inversion of the gain medium.37 In the steady
state, since the round-trip gain ^G& equals the round-trip
loss ^L&, Eq. (B5) can be simplified:

^F~T !F~T8!& 5 S nsp

np
D ^L&

TR
t 2

3 H 1

2E
2`

`

dx A8~x !A8~x !J d ~T 2 T8!.

(B6)

Assuming that gTR ! 1, Eq. (B2) can be discretized:

Dt@n 1 1# 2 Dt@n# 5 2gTRDt@n# 1 F@n#. (B7)
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The discrete-time noise variable Dt@n# is the timing noise
in the pulse after the nth round trip. The noise source
F@n# represents the total timing noise added to the pulse
in one round trip,

F@n# 5 R dTF~T !, (B8)

and has the correlation function

^F@n#F@m#& 5 Ddn,m , (B9)

where

D 5 S nsp

np
D ^L&t 2H 1

2E
2`

`

dx A8~x !A8~x !J . (B10)

The expression for the mean square timing jitter in a fun-
damentally mode-locked laser was given in Eq. (12),

s t
2 5 ^Dt2@n#& 5 D/2gTR . (B11)

Using the values of g and D given above, we obtain

s t
2 5 S nsp

np
D ^L&

1

MVR
2 . (B12)

Note that the pulse round-trip loss ^L& can be related to
the photon lifetime tp in the laser cavity, ^L& 5 TR /tp .
The analysis for the timing noise presented here assumed
dynamic gain or loss saturation. The mean square tim-
ing jitter is found to be independent of the pulse shape
and the pulse width. This is not true for the timing noise
spectral density, which depends on the pulse shape and
the pulse width through g [see relations (14) and (B4)].
The model for the pulse timing noise presented here is not
applicable when the pulse is chirped and its amplitude is
described by a complex function. The pulse can acquire a
chirp in the presence of dispersion, active phase modula-
tion, or dynamic self-phase modulation.

2. Harmonically Mode-Locked Laser
A laser mode-locked at the Nth harmonic has N pulses
propagating inside the laser cavity. Some additional as-
sumptions are required before we can use the model pre-
sented above for harmonically mode-locked lasers. In
the noiseless steady state, all the pulses are assumed to
be identical. Any departure from this steady state is con-
sidered noise. The steady state is assumed to be stable
in the sense that the pulse energy and timing fluctuations
are damped and do not become very large (this implies no
pulse dropouts). The pulse fluctuations are assumed to
be stationary. In the steady state each pulse is assumed
to obey the noiseless master equation with the active
modulation frequency Vm equal to VN . As before, we as-
sume that the steady-state amplitude of each pulse is
Anp /tNB(t/tN), where tN is the pulse width and np is the
number of photons in each pulse. B(t/tN) is real and is
normalized such that *2`

` dx B2(x) 5 1.
If the timing fluctuations in different pulses are as-

sumed to evolve completely independently, the finite-
difference equation for the timing noise in each pulse can
be obtained in the same way as for fundamentally mode-
locked lasers. We should point out here that the energy
fluctuations in different pulses cannot be assumed to
evolve independently, since all the pulses interact with
the same gain (and loss) medium, whose recovery time
can be much longer than the pulse repetition time. For
the timing fluctuations, assuming independent evolution,
the N separate finite difference equations for the timing
noise in N different pulses can be written in the compact
form

Dt@n 1 N# 2 Dt@n# 5 2gNTRDt@n# 1 FN@n#,
(B13)

where gN is

gN 5
M

2TR
VN

2tN
2H 1

2E
2`

`

dx B8~x !B8~x !J . (B14)

The noise source FN@n# represents the total timing noise
added to each pulse in one round trip and has the corre-
lation function

^FN@n#FN@m#& 5 DNdn,m , (B15)

where

DN 5 S nsp

np
D ^L&tN

2H 1

2E
2`

`

dx B8~x !B8~x !J . (B16)

The expression for the mean square timing jitter in a har-
monically mode-locked laser was given in Eq. (21),

s t
2 5 ^Dt2@n#& 5 DN/2gNTR . (B17)

Using the values for gN and DN given above, we obtain

s t
2 5 S nsp

np
D ^L&

1

MVN
2 . (B18)

The pulse round-trip loss ^L& is related to the photon life-
time tp in the laser cavity, ^L& 5 TR /tp . As in the fun-
damentally mode-locked case, the mean square timing jit-
ter is found to be independent of the pulse shape and the
pulse width, but the timing noise spectral density de-
pends on both the pulse width and the pulse shape
through gN [see relations (23) and (B14)]. When a fun-
damentally mode-locked laser is harmonically mode
locked by means of increasing the modulation frequency
from VR to VN , Eqs. (B12) and (B18) show that the mean
square timing jitter decreases as long as the pulse energy,
the modulation strength, and the cavity round-trip loss do
not change. Also, the pulse shape and the pulse width
may or may not change, depending on whether the domi-
nant pulse shaping mechanism is dynamic gain or loss
saturation or active modulation.
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